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The curvature method of determining the surface- 
tension of liquids 

- C V RAMAN, M.A.* 

[Plate I] 

Lord Kelvin, in his lecture on capillarity (published in his 'Popular Lectures and 
Addresses'), describes this method as a practicable one for measuring the surface- 
tension of liquids. In the following account is described an arrangement by which 
this methdd is rendered a convenient and fairly accurate one, and the results of a 
series of determinations made by the method are tabulated. 

The theory of the method 

Let ADB be the principal section of a drop hanging down from a tube, and p the 
radius of curvature of ADB at the point D. If T is the surface-tension, then 

a being the density of the liquid, since CD is the head at the point D. This is true, 
provided that the surface of the drop is one of revolution about CD. p can be 
determined by measuring the coordinates x and y, of points on the curve ADB. 

2 

p = ~t Y. 
x=o2x 

In practice, it is quite sufficient to make the measurements of x and y close to 
the vertex for two or more values of x. The value of the ratio y2/2x at different 
points close to the vertex varies only very slightly, and any variation shown can be 
corrected for, by calculating the value of the ratio for the point x = 0 from the 
observed values of the ratio. The reason why the ratio y2/2x varies very little can 
easily be seen. As we go up along the surface from the vertex D the head 
diminishes, and therefore also the sum of the principal curvatures. The section of 
the surface is therefore nearer being a parabola than a circle, for the sum of the 
principal curvatures of a paraboloid of revolution diminishes as we recede from 
the vertex. 

*Communicated by the author. 
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Figure 1 

Figure 2 
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The measurements of x and y were not made on the drop, but, adopting a more 
accurate and convenient method, on a photograph of the surface. The apparatus 
designed for the purpose is shown in figure 2. 

A tube 2 cm diameter is connected up with a tube 6mm diameter by 
caoutchouc tubing. The arrangement shown in the figure is filled up with the 
liquid. The small tube can easily be adjusted so that the liquid bulges out of both 
tubes, the concavity being in opposite directions in the two. A plumb-line hanging 
between the two gives the direction of the vertical. The apparatus is then 
photographed in the following manner: 

A horizontal beam of parallel light is produced'by an electric spark placed at 
the focus of an achromatic lens of long focal length (about 1.5 metres), and is 
thrown on the apparatus. The shadow cast by the tubes is then photographed on 
a plate held vertically as near to them as possible. 

The negative is then measured under a sliding microscope. It is coupled, film to 
film, with a "rkseau" plate on which is ruled a set of squares (side = 0.5027 cm), 
and placed on an inclined plane so that it has freedom of up and down movement. 
The microscope, which is capable of motion sideways, has two scales at right 
angles to each other in its focal plane. The glass plate on which these scales are 
ruled can be moved in the focal plane by a micrometer-screw. The rkseau plate is 
first adjusted so that the rulings on it are parallel and perpendicular to the 
shadow of the plumb-line on the plate. By rotating the eyepiece and the 
photographic plate on the stage, the scales in the focal plane are adjusted parallel 
to the rules on the rkseau plate and to the lines of travel of the microscope and the 
photographic plate. 

The objective of the microscope (which is a small one) produces very little 
magnification, but the eyepiece is a fairly powerful one. The scales in the focal 
plane (1 division = hmm) serve only as auxiliaries, for the readings made on 
them can easily be expressed in terms of the side of the squares on the rkseau plate, 
the absolute value of which is known. The x and y coordinates of any point on the 
meniscus can thus be measured and reduced to centimetres. What was directly 
read off was not the y coordinate but 2y. From these measurements the radius of 

'curvature at the vertex of the curve can be deduced in the manner mentioned 
above. If the variation of y2/2x is not negligible, then x is written equal to 

since the curve is symmetrical about the axis of x. From the observational 
equations 

\ x, = ayt + by:, &c., 

two normal equations for the constants a and b can be deduced and a determined; 
and 

1 
a=- 

2 ~ '  
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Further, by means of the ruling on the rkseau plate, the difference of level 
between the vertices of the two curves can be measured. a i s  gives the pressure 
corresponding to the observed curvature. 

in practice, it was found that the curvature of the larger meniscus could not 
altogether be negleoted. It amounted to from 2 to 4 per cent of the curvature of the 
smaller. This could be measured and allowed for. If l/p is the curvature of the 
smaller and 1/R that of the larger meniscus, then 

h being the difference of level between the vertices. 
The liquid used in the experiments was clean distilled water. Precautions were 

taken that in transferring the liquid into the apparatus no contamination 
occurred. That the surface whose tension was measured was free from greasy 
contamination was ensured by allowing the water to run down from the small 
tube for some time. The surface of the drop that was finally left hanging was, 
therefore, gn absolutely fresh one, and any oily film originally on the surface 
would have been reduced in thickness to a very great extent. The parallelism of 
the beam used to photograph the drop was tested by a telescope adjusted for 
infinity. To have the photograph as sharp as possible, the plate was held only 3 cm 
behind the apparatus. It was found that it was necessary to adjust the wide tube so 
that it might be approximately vertical. If not, there was reason to think that the 
two principql curvatures at the highest point of the large meniscus would not be 
equal. This was really the weakest point in the whole work. The writer hopes to 
repeat the work with a tube so wide that the curvature of the meniscus above it 
can entirely be neglected. 

As an illustration of the method, I give a table of the measurements made on one 
of the plates (see plate I). 
Difference of level between the vertices 

= 44.37 divisions of the microscope scale; 
= 0.2826 cm. 

Difference+ 
of level x 2~ y2/2x 

44.37 3.00 45.80 87.06 
divisions 4.00 52.78 87.05 

5.00 58.92 86.79 
6.00 64.7 1 87.24 

Mean 87.03 
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Plate I 

From this it appears that for this plate y2/23 is very nearly indeed a constant 
= 87.03 divisions. / 

Of course, the edge of the shadow was not a sharp line but a series of very 
narrow diffraction-fringes. In measuring the difference of level, the position of the 
geometrical edge of the shadow (G in figure 3) was estimated and used. But in 
making the measurement of curvature, a better-defined point (B in figure 3) in the 
curve of illumination was used. 



GB was carefully measured and found to be 1.16 divisions. 

p = 87-03 - 1.16 = 85.87 divisions. 

R, by measurement (in a similar fashion) was found to be 3400 divisions. 
The surface-tension calculated from these measurements was (temp = 30" C) 

found to be 77.0 dynes per cm. 
Another plate, not so sharp, gave 76.3 dynes per cm. 
A third, in taking which the wide tube happened to be out of the vertical, gave 

no definite result on account of the uncertainty of the value of the curvature of the 
large meniscus. The value of the surface-tension was, however, estimated to lie 
between 75 and 77 dynes per cm. 

The accepted value for the surface-tension of clean distilled water at 
. 30" C = 71.3 dynes per cm (T P Hall, Philos. Mag. 1893). The method described in 

this article gives results which are fairly self-consistent. The cause of the difference 
has as yet not been found and is under investigation. 

The experiments and observations recorded in this note were made at the 
Physical Laboratory of the Presidency College, Madras. 
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